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Lab 4: Work and Energy I.Introduction A.Objectives for this lab: 1.Learn how to quanitatively relate the new
concepts of work and energy to concepts you are already familiar with-Lab 4: Work and Energy - Instructional Physics Lab
Topic 5: Energy Lab â€“ Work Input and Output Energy Purpose: To compare the work input when a car is
pulled up an incline to the output energy
Topic 5: Work and Energy - ed.fnal.gov
WorkÂ-Kinetic Energy Lab Teacherâ€™s Guide Topic: Work, Energy and Power The following information is
provided to the student: Question: What is the relationship between the work done upon a cart and the kinetic
energy change of the cart as it is pulled along a level surface by a horizontal force? Purpose: To determine
the mathematical relationship between or equation relating the work done ...
WorkÂ-Kinetic Energy Lab - physicsclassroom.com
Lab 4: Work and Energy I.Before you come to lab A.Read through this handout in its entirety. B.Complete the
pre-lab question as part of HW5, and turn it in with the rest of your homework by 9:30 am Tuesday.
Lab 4: Work and Energy - Instructional Physics Lab
Experimental procedure v (m/s) F (N) x(m) t(s) W v f PART 1 â€“ Force given by the hand . In this experiment
you will push a roller cart a short distance with a force sensor and monitor the
WORK KINETIC ENERGY EXPERIMENT
physical interactionsâ€“work and energy. In this lab, you will begin the process of understanding the scientific
definitions of work and energy, which in some cases are different from the way these words are used in
everyday language. We will introduce the principle of Conservation of Energy. You will begin by comparing
your intuitive, everyday understanding of work with its formal ...
LAB 6: WORK AND ENERGY - University of Virginia
IUPUI Physics Department 21800/P201 Laboratory Page 1 of 8 Work and Energy Objectives In this lab you
will â€¢ explore the relationship between the work done by an applied force and the area under the
Force-Position graph. â€¢ confirm that work is equivalent to a change in mechanical energy. â€¢ learn how to
use the Vernier Force Sensor. Equipment Vernier Force Sensor, Motion Detector, and ...
Work and Energy - Web Physics
Lab 6.Work and Energy Goals â€¢To apply the concept of work to each of the forces acting on an object
pulled up an incline at constant speed. â€¢To compare the total work on an object to the change in its kinetic
energy as a ï¬•rst step in
Lab 6.Work and Energy - s3.wp.wsu.edu
Work = The Scalar Dot Product between Force and Displacement. So that means if you apply a force on an
object and it covers a displacement you have supplied ENERGY or done WORK on that
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